
Single-cell Sequencing 
Review 



scDNA sequencing 

Application: microbiome, especially rare/new/hard-to-culture species 



scDNA methylome 
sequencing 

�  Bisulfite (C à U for non-methyl bases) + scDNA 
sequencing 



scRNA sequencing 

�  Bulk RNAseq: mean values from millions of  cells; overlooks interactions/differences within cell 
population; 

�  scRNA: detect rare cell types such as in tumor; detect RNA with low copy number 



�  Noises depends on reverse transcription efficiency, 
cDNA amplification by PCR or in-vitro transcription. 

�  Applications: tumor cell differentiation; stem cell 
differentiation; infectious diseases 

�  Ways to harvest single cell: micromanipulation 
(laborious and prone to mistakes); laser-capture 
microdissection (LCM); FACS (fluorescence-
activated cell sorting) microfluidcs are both 
accurate, automatic and unbiased, but requires 
detaching cells from their microenvironments first, 
causing perturbation to transcriptional profiles. 

�    



Two normalization of  
scRNA-seq 

�  Normalization accounts for cell-to-cell variation during RT and 
sequencing. 

�  Extrinsic RNA spike-in: RNA sequences of  known sequence and quantity, 
added in equal quantities to each cell lysate and to normalize read count 
by the number of  reads mapped to spike-in mRNA. 
�  Assumption is: amplification and sequencing efficiencies for endogenous and 

spike-in RNA are the same, which is not the case. 

�  Unique molecular identifiers (UMI): short DNA sequences (6-10nt) that 
are added to each cDNA before amplification and act as a unique bar 
code for each cDNA molecule. Normalization is achieved by using the 
count number of  unique UMIs associated with each genes to account for 
differences in amplification efficiency.  
�  Assumption is: cDNA library is sequenced to saturation, which is not always 

the case. 



Technical dropouts 
�  Zero-inflated gene expression distributions, due to 

low mRNA concentrations of  lowly expressed genes 
not being captured in RT process. 

�  The percentage of  mRNA in lysate that are detected 
is often low at 10-20%. 



Data analysis 
�  Input: a matrix of  normalized gene expression 

counts 

�  Three major domains: 
�  Identification and characterization of  cell types and 

spatial organization in time 

�  Inference of  gene regulatory networks and strenght 
across cells 

�  Classification of  stochastic component of  
transcription 



Clustering 

�  Methods like K-means clustering (forming disjoint groups) and 
Hierarchical clustering (forming nested partitions) 

�  Biclustering: cluster both cells and also by genes due to some genes are 
only informative to a subset of  cells 



Dimensionality reduction 

�  Such as PCA, t-SNE, to simplify data for visualization and pattern 
detection by transforming cells into a high to a low dimensional space;  

�  Each point is a cell 

�  Dimensionality reduction is frequently used before clustering as cells in 
high-dimension can wrongly appear to be close 



DE analysis 
�  For scRNA DE analysis, consider technique 

dropouts and shape of  the distribution (e.g. 
Bimodal vs unimodal) 



Pseudotemporal ordering 
�  True temporal data is unavailable to study due to 

the experimental methods destroying cells. 

�  Peudotemporal ordering aims to infer gene 
expression dynamics and order cells by progression 
through differentiation or response to stimuli. 

�  Rely on assumption that cells follow the same path 
through the process of  interest and that their 
transcriptional state correlates to their progression 



Network inference 
�  To construct a network in which nodes are genes 

and edges are co-regulatory interactions.  

�  Relies on assumption that a strong statistical 
relationship between expression of  genes is an 
indication of  a potential relationship.  


